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There are rww mailboxes for all
candidates next to the ASUNM
offices on the second floor of
the SUB.

Wednesday, April 5, 1978

McRae Chosen
'Fine Arts Dean
By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBOEdilor
Donald . McRae was appointed
Dean of the College of Fine Arts
after 21 months as acting dean and
most department heads contacted
Tuesday seemed pleased with the
appointment.
McRae has been acting dean of
the college since July 1, 1976, when
he took over for Clinton Adams.
He had been in the college as
assistant or associate dean since
1966 after coming to UNM in 1955,
UNM officials said.
The appointment followed a
recommendation from a search
committee which interviewed
candidates for the job.
McRae said he planned no
"radical changes" for the college.
He said he hoped the art department would continue its status as
one of the best in the nation. He
also promised a more active Donald McRae appointed fine
recruitment effort for the music arts dean.
department saying "The perinvolved an attempt to dismiss
forming faculty is so good we'll
assistant professor Susan Patrick
make an effort to get excellent
because assessment of her work was
students from New Mexico and out"good" and not "excellent."
rated
of-state."
However, strong support from
Music
department chairman
students
and some faculty helped
William Rhoads said he personally
Patrick
to
gain a one-year tentative
was pleased with the appointment,
contract. "I assume everything will
but both he and McRae hesitated to
go smoothly from now on," said
speak for the music department
McRae.
faculty where past history has
Theatre
arts
department
shown that neither Rhoads nor
chairman
Peter
Prouse
~aid the
McRae enjoy support from a
theatre arts faculty "welcomes the
certain faction.
appointment" and that ..McRae has
"I wouldn't speak for the
been "extremely helpful to us."
faculty," said Rhoads, "but J thiHk
Prouse said he agreed with McRae's
it's fine."
plans to move theatre arts into the
McRae said, "I couldn't presume
direction
of television, and film and
to speak ,for the department of
training
for "marketable skills."
music faculty. Mr. Hull (Provost
"We
have
taken steps in that
MacAllister) would have more
direction," said Prouse.
information available to him based
Art department chairman Nicolai
on interviews that J don't have."
Cikovsky
said, "We think it (the
Members of the search committee
department) will aid our college.
are sworn to secrecy about the
Obviously he (McRae) couldn't
interviews.
The most recent controversy in · have been appointed without
support from the department
the music department "has been
heads."
solved" said McRae. The case
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Photography by Andy Cattlllo

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

F r1.day

Th ursd ay

Wednesday

Saturday

01

UNM Gymnastics Natls.,
Washington Slate. ASUNM

PEC presents: Steve Marlin
8:30pm J olmson Gym. ASUNM

.

Film Comm. presents: Zorba the
Greek, 7pm·9:4Spm SUB. UNM
Baseball vs._ University or
Nebraska of Omaha. tpm-Jpm
t\lbuq, Stadium.

03 "Frisbee

02

Free VideoTapes~

Rodcy Film Festival:
Judex (1963), George
Franti. Admission Is $1 at the
door. 7:30pm Rodey Theatre.
Popejoy Hall- Civic: Light Opera
performance.
''Oklahoma''.
8:15pm Popejoy Hall

Champs" con·
tinuous showing in Mesa Lou11gc.

04 Popejoy HaU presents:

The Audubon Wildlife Film

1o

Rodey Film Festival:
Text or Light (1974), S1an
Brakhagc, History (1970), Ernie
Gchr. Admission $1 at door.
7:30pm RodeyTheatre.

Free Video Tapes:
uTWYLA Tharp.. Dance",
continually !lhowing in Mesa
Lounge. Running lhrough 4/17.
l0am-3pm SUB.

16

17

BicYcle Rides The NM
WtJcelman depart every
Sunday at lOam from the Popejoy
Hall Bo"' Office. It's open to
anyone O'olcr 13 years of age. For
forlhcr information call 264·1232
or 264-7609.

Free Video Tapes:
"Brcad 10 , eonlinuous
-~howlng in Mesa Lounge through
4124. JOam-Jpm SUB. UNM
Baseball
vs.
Northeasicrn
University. l :30pm Lobo Field.

GrandeH, tickets are $2, staff and
all students SI.SO. 7:30pm Popejoy
Hall, UNM Baseball vs. New
Mexico Highlands, Las Vegas.

11

12

13

~,

HLand of the Rio

UNM Baseball V.<i.
Albuquerque Dukes
7:00pm Albuq. Stadium.

18

UNM Baseball vs.
Northeastern
University.
I:JOpm Lobo Field.

'

23

24

UNM Art Museum, Fine
Arts _ Center - Upper
Gallery. M.A. Theses and M.F.A.
Dissertations. Continues lhrough
.S/14. Tile Museum is open Tues.•
Fri. 10arn~S:pm 1 Sunday - I pmSpm. UNM Jazz Band 8:15pm
Rodey The~trc.

Free Video Tapes:
The New Army, continuous
showing through 4/30 In Mesa
Lounge. 10am-3pm SUB.

ASUNM Film Comm.

presents: The Complete
Works by Gary Doberman.
8:00pm SUB iheatrc. Popejoy
Hall - Civic Light Opera will be
performing
"Oklahoma • •
Continues through 4/9. S:tsp~
Popejoy Hall.

Running through 4/9. 10am-3pm
SUB,

O9

05 Rankin
UNM Women's Golf/Judy
06
Invitational
continues through 4/6. Midland:
Texas. ASUNM Film Comm.
present'>: The Bank Dick wilh
W.C. Fields. 7pm & 9:15pm SUB
Theatre.

Series -

25

UNM Baseball vs.
New Mexico SLate lpm.
3pm Albuq. Stadium.

Film Comm. prescms;
The Weir Falcon Trilogy.
8pm SUB Thealre. UNM
Women's Golf- Lady Sun Devil
r'hoenix, Arizona. UNM Bascbali
vs._ Albuquerque~ Dukes 7pm
Albuq. Stadium.

ASUNM Film Comm.
prc~cnts: Films by George
Landow. Scott Barilcn & Robert
Nels<;n, 8pm SUD Thealre.
PopeJOY Hall presen1s Senator
Sam I-:"' in Leclure Spm Popejoy 1
H•JI.

07

Live Entertainment at the
SubwaySialion, EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT!!! 8:30pm SUB Oascmenl.
UNM Baseball v.~. University of
Ari1ona. 7pm Albuq. Stadium.
ASUNM Film Cornm. presents:
Th Caine Mulln)'.7pm & 9;ISJim
SUB Theatre.

14

NM SymphtmyOrch~tra
perform "Verdi"
Requ!em through 4tiS, 8:15pm
PopeJOY Hall. t:nd or IWtlrlh we~k
lasl day ror \\'ilhdrnwal rrom
course without college or school
app~o~al. Campo\ Crusade for
Chmt presents: '"Candi Long,.
7:30pm Alpha Tau Omega House.

t'9

20

21

26

27

28

Popejoy 1-lall prcscn1s:
. Broadway Smash Hit
Rcv1val. all new production of
"My Fair Lady'', with Edward
Mulhare, Anne Rodgers. Tickets
arc :SlO, $9i & S7. 8: 15pn; Popejoy
Hall. Student Activities & NM
Union present: Thumb wrasseling
contestl t I am-2pm Ballroom 1 SUB.

Film Comm. presents:
_
. Blood of a Pocl, (Francc/1930). directed by Jean Cocteau. 1pm & 9:15pm SUB Theatre,
ASUNM FIESTA) I ThcFi.,tawlll
continue through 4128.

ASUNM PEC prcsen1s:
"Pure Praire Le.ague" plus
"The Amazing Rhythm Aces"
8:00pm Popejoy Hall. ASUNM
Film Comm. presents: October or
Ten Days l'hal Shook the World.
7pm& 9:15pm SUB Theatre,

ASUNM FIESTA!!
ASUNM Film Comm.
preserus: Broken Blossom5. 7prit &
9!1Spm SiJB Theatre.

.

UNM PEC presents:

will

Ji'vu

UNM Men'sGolrCougar
Cllampionshipst
Provo Utah through 4/22.
ASUNM Film Comm. presenls:
Animation Night: cartoons, 7pm&.
9:15pm SUB Theatre.

ASUNM FIESTA!
~EC
presents:
Live
l:!ntcrtamment _at the Subway
Station. 8:30pm-12:30am SUB
Basement. ASUNM Film Comm.
presents: Destin)lt directed by Fritz
Langj (Gcrmany/1921). 7pm &
9:15pm SUD Theatre,

08

International Center
Spring Festival in SUB
Ballroom. Crafts, foods & en~
tcrtainment. llaln•lpm SUB
Ballroom. ASUNM Film Comm.
pte'icnt~: Mondeur Verdomr., "A
Comedy of Murders.. 7pm &
9:15pm SUB Theatre. UNM
Baseball vs. Universily of Arizona.
r

15

NM Symphony Orchestra
perform "Verdi'•
ReqUiem. 8:15pm Popejoy Hall
ASUNM Film Comm. presents;
The General. 'il~ming Buster
Keaton. 7pm. 9:15pm & llpm
SU_B Theatre. UNM Baseball vs.
Ar!lona S1a1c (OH) 7pm Tempe,
Ar1tona.
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Glasses
repaired
while you wait.

1001 Tijeras N.E. 247-3668
1631 Eubank N.E.
511 Wyoming N.E.
4523 4th N.W.
Belen at 614 Becker

293·4508
265·3667
345·5301
.864·3522
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Senate Slashes Budgets
Sy D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
,·
The ASUNM Senate rescinded Tuesday an
agreement it had made with five ASUNM-funded
organizations that promised them the senate would
not reconsider their approved budgets for 1978· 79
without giving the groups prior notification so they
could be represented at the senate.
13-" a vote of eight in favor and six opposed, the
semi'te approved a $5,000 cut in the previously approved $45,000 for the New Mexico I>ublic Interest
Research Group.

The motion was made after the senate discussed the
fact they had $5,300 to make up after approving the
budgets for 28 organizations that exceeded their
$275,223 alloted expenditures. According to the
ASUNM Constitution the ASUNM Senate is allowed
to place 90 per cent of their pwjected revenues before
the students on the spring budget referendum.
Senator Millie Arviso told the senate she was very
much against the action. "I don't think we should
rescind this. People came before us in good faith. I
think it's wrong," she said.

Levy Selected Editor

22

At a marathon meeting Monday
night, the Student Publications

UNM Women's Soflball vs.
NM.SU at Albuquerque.
Film Comm. presents: She Done
Him Wrong, & The Dentist. 7pm
& 9; l:Spm SUB Thealre. UNM
Baseball v-s. UTEP 5pm-7:30prn
Albuq. Stadium. Popejoy Hall
prescnls: AlbuquerQue Youth
Symphony. 8:I5pm Popejoy Hall.

29

Popejoy Hall presents:
Tribune Spelling Bee. Bpm
Popejoy I-f all •. Popejoy Hall
prcscniS: SPECSQSA Barbershop
quarter sing, Bpm Popejoy Hall.
ASUNM Film Comm. presents•
College with Buster Keaton. 7p~
& 9: ISpm SUB Theatre, UNM
Baseball vs. A~izonn State

..14ZZ NIGRr
at
JI..10LLY'S

Every Sunday

$5,000 Cut From PIRG

• Will

•
Lasagna and Pizza
the way Gmndma
used to make!

l080 photo by Ro.y D•nonvllle

An afternoon on the duclc pond

8:00 ·11:30 p.m.

8904 Menaul N.E.

..'...

...

Board chose Debbie Levy as 1978·
79 editor of the New Mexico Daily

LOBO.
Miss Levy was chosen from
among a field of four candidates
inclusing LOBO Arts Editor
George Gesner, LOBO reporter Bill
Robertson and Rudy Bantista.
Board chairman Dr. James P.
Crow commended a!1 the can·
didatcs on their presentations to the
board and recommended to Miss
l.cvv that she consider keeping all
of tile appplkants on the staff.
Mbs Levy, a 21-ycar-old UNM
senior, said >he would like to
"make the paper more lively with
more bright, short items."
The Del Norte High School
graduate said she would like to get
new reporters on the staff not only
from the journalism department.
Also at the m~cting, Crow an·
nounced he would not :;eek re·
appointment a; ch<Jinnan of the
Publications Board.

The• board also ,)ecided that it
\\ould contact New ~lcxkll Public
lillcrest Research Group t\> .set• up a
lOBO photo b.Y Wc-ndt~ll t..Hllnt
hearing time for its complaint
Debbie Levy, a journalism senior, was selected 1918·79 New againq
LOBO c.oit or Tim
Mexico Daily LOBO editor by the Student Publications Board (iallaghcr and 11C\\s editor David
l\!apcs Flynn.
Tuesday night.

Senator Robert Roibal, who also serves on the
PIRG Doard of Directors, told the senate PIRG could
not absorb the $5,000 cut. He also said the the
organization would be unable to give students a $2
refund.
With only $300 to make up at that point, Roibal
moved to place the Black Student Union (BSU) on the
1978-79 budget referendum at $1,000.
Several
senators objected. But, after a roll call. vote, the
amount of $1,000 was approved for BSU seven in
favor and four opposed. Senators. Phil Hernandez,
Eric Lucero, Jack Fortner and Ann Dunphy abstained
on the vote.
With $1,000 still left to make up, Fortner moved to
cut the Cultural Committee by $1,000. Last week the
senate approved the committee be placed on the spring
referendum at $5,000. Cultural Committee, which had
previously requested $25,900 from the senate, was
approved nine in favor, four opposed to be placed on
the referendum at $4,000. Arviso abstained on the
vote.
A total budget of $275,223.77 was finally approved
12 in favor and two against in a roll call vote. Senators
R. J. Laino and Hernandez voted against the budget.
The body will meet again tonight at 7 p.m.

rParaquat Reported'
In Local Weed
Three samples of marijuana have
been identified as containing
paraquat, a herbicide being used in
Mexico by Shoenfeld Laboratory,
said Alex Kaplan, state coordinator
for National Organization for
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML).
Two of the samples are from
AI buquerque. They contain low
levels of the herbicide, approximately 30 parts per million, he
said.
The other sample, from Far·
mington, contained about 1,500
parts per million, he said.
The government classifies the
danger levels as being 400 to 500
parts per million.
Symptoms of paraquat poisoning
include heavy coughing and
sureness of mouth and throat. The
herbicide can cause permanent
lesions of the lungs, he said.
For $7.50 Shoenfdd Clinical
Laboratory \\ill test one gram of
marijuana. Each gram to be w.tcd
slll'uld be accompanied by a 'even·
chara~tcr code. The laboratorv will
have the marijuana te,tcd and a
report ready within three to four
day<..

After the testing period, one
should call either PIRG or NORML
and read the seven-character code.
The office will then release the test
results.

Co-op Sponsors
Gay Pride Day
The Albuquerque Gay Co·op is
sponsoring gay pride day by asking
all those who are proud to be gay to
\\ear blue jeans on April 14.
A national newsletter for the gay
community asknowledgcd that not
everyone will know about the day
and may wear blue jmm by "accident."
But the newsletter said "the
beauty or It i' that on an individual ·
level ea~h person who knows about
the event will be forced to make a
conscious decision about something
most college studenh and many
faculty do automatically (putting
on blue jeans). As a result. they will
have 1\1 ~otbidcr what it is lih.e to be
a member of the American gay
ccllllillllility."
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Carter Given $35,000
From Russian Immigrant

.J:J

3

WASHINOTON (UP!) - A 92-year-old Russian. immigrant sent
.0 President Carter a $35,000 certified check as a gift '"for the U.S.A.,"·
·ca
administration officials disclosed Tuesday. ·
';
The check has gone to the gift section of the United States Treasury and
·~ the elderly donor, who lives on the West Coast but was not identified for
~ ~:~~~~{~f~~~~t~:~. received a letter of gratitude from Treasury Secretary

~ .-~-.~~~.._.HM_.O.~~~--HM--O.~Mi
Phi Betta Kappa

Eleetion Meeting
Thursday April 6 at 7:30 itt the
SUB room 250-D
All Phi Betta. li..appas are

. ,, ~U §i\~'!Jf . ~ ~ecet.
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World News

,WASHINGTON (UP!)
formal schedule for his first day
President Carter was described back after a week-long trip to South
Tuesday as "leaning away" from America and Africa, set up a
approving immediate deployment session Tuesday with Hans-Dietrich
of the neutron bomb by sources Gensc!).er, ~est Germany's foreign
who said advocates of the high minister and a strong backer of the
radiation weapon were trying to . weapon.
change his mind.
An announcement on a decision
was expected thi§, week, administration officials' said.
Carter, who intitally had no

Heyerdahl
£~~6~~~·1 Sets Fire
g,oo-z,oo
I· To Boat
••

I
"I
I

ew location to service UNM
c ')47 3668
1oo' 1 T.1je raS N .1.....
L..
"

·

ABSENTEE BALLOTS.

are
available on
. April5,6,7,10,11
for the ASUNM Spring Election
at the
ASUNM OFFICE
2nd floor
Student Union Building

The bomb, developed p~imarily
to deter Soviet military activities in
Europe, has a deadly radiation
yield double that of conventional
nuclear weapons. At the same time,
it damages property only within a
range of 200-300 yards.

Firemen Rescue 2
In Chicago Blaze

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO.

Vol. sz

No. 128
381401

The New Me::dco Daily Lobo Is published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
the Univr.rslty year and weekly during lhe sum·
mer session h)' the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,

and is not financiallv .~mociated with UNM.

Paid

Second cla.u postage
at Albuqu~rque, New
Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for · ·
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the University of New Mexico.

CHICAGO (UPI) - Firemen
used. a helicopter Tuesday to rescue
two residents from the roof and
escorted 100 others down stairwells
and ladders at a 39-story apartment
building hit by a smoky sofa fire in
the Rush Street night club district. .
Eight persons, including two
policemen, suffered minor injuries,
including burns, cuts and smoke
inhalation.
William Arndt, 35, who 'was
taken from the roof by a fire
department helicopter, said firemen
had to coax him into the craft.
''I'm terrified of flying," hll said,
"and I couldn't decide what was
worse- the fire or the helicopter."
Haig Messerlian, 36, tied
together a string of bedsheets and
dropped them from his 19th floor

Girl Admits
She wanted
To be Deaf
Indianapolis (UPI) - Debbie
Lane said Tuesday she became deaf
and mute because she wanted to
love and be loved.
She admitted she is 21, not 15year-old Debbie Cummins, as she
insisted by way of notes and a
simple form of sign language when
she was placed under the protection
of the state welfare department.
Miss Lane, who now hears and
speaks perfectly, said she had left.
her job at a St. Louis vocational
rehabilitation center and was on her
way by bus to Vincennes, Ind., in
search of her mother and the rest of
her family when she suddenly
became deaf and mute.

DEL SOL
Toda_y's Special

Double Hamburger
Fries
Large Coke

$1.30

Today's Special
Burrito
Rice and Beans
or
Calabazitas with
Green Chile
OnlyS1.15

ph 0 t 0 Is s uoephy

Gas Blast
Sets Town
On Fire

lJpper Level
Ne'lv Mexieo Union Food Service
Lower Level

top three prints will be published in
the photography issue as will other
entries judged to be good.

The subject is unlimited, prints
may be ~submitted showing the
woman m any form. Art is
creativity, and an unlimited topic
allows the imagination to be so
also.

RULES:
I. All UNM students are eligible
to enter ..

DANS KIN
by Andy

Cortl lo

There are only six days remaining and several other stories that should
for persons to submit photographs be of interest to the professional
for the LOBO Photography Issue. and novice photographer.
Tuesday, April II, is the deadline
All prints submitted. should
for submissions this year, and that include with the entry, any
date will soon be upon us.
technical data concerning the photo
There is no general theme behind which the photographer can
the issue, and persons may submit provide. Included should be the
photographs dealing with any type and brand of camera used,
subject. The LOBO will try to film type, and if applicable, the
publish as many photographs as shutter speed, aperature and special
possible in the issue, and we are techniques used. This information
encouraging all students who feel will be published along witb the
their work is good enough, and prints, so that other photographers
would like it to be seen by others, to may benefit.
bring it in to the LOBO by the
Prints must be received at the
LOBO office, in Marron Hall,
deadline.
The issue this year will provide Room 138. Since the LOBO cannot
readers with information on how to guarantee that all prints submitted
make them better photographers. will be published, due to space
Included in the issue will be articles limitations, we will try to publish as
on lenses, photographic filters, and many as possible.
points that one should keep in mind
The LOBO will take steps to
when purchasing a camera. Also insure that all prints received will be
included will be articles concerning handled with the utmost care, and
photojournalism,
color will be returned to the proper
photography, police photography, owner.

This Friday

Ni~ht

In The

SillilY
S!lfltl
lu The
( nion

•

Studcu~

Uuildi11g

1

lla:>.Ocmcn~

Boogie Down To The
Sounds Of

W.C. Fields's

The Bank Dick at
The Union (sub) Theatte
\

o.nd
9:15

extensive lise as such. With this in
mind, the subject of WOMEN has
been selected as the theme for the
second annual LOBO Photography
Contest.

LARGEST
SELECTION
CAPEZIO

Deadline Nears

FORT WALTON BEACH,
FLA. - A tank truck filled with
propane exploded while being
unloaded today, touching off fastspreading fires that forced
evacuation of a four- block
suburban area.
Okaloosa County Deputy Sheriff
Cindy McCandless said, "as far as
we know there are no deaths or
injuries. We weren't even able to
get close to the flames for the first
hour, the fire was so hot."
Civil Defense Director Tom
Nichols said, "new fires are
breaking out all the time.''
Nichols said the driver of the
propane truck escaped injury, but
authorities were uncertain where he
had gone. Cause of the explosion
was not known.
A spokesman at nearby Eglin Air
Force Base said the fire erupted as
10,000 gallons of propane were
being unloaded into an 18,000
gallon storage tank at the Empire
Gas Co. in the suburb of Shalimar.

Wed
7:00

to best by a panel of judges who
themselves are photographers. The
second-place finisher in the judging
will awarded $35, with the thirdplace finishe~ receiving $20 for their
work. The photos will be judged on
April 13, with the results to be
announced in the photo issue. The

NEWMEXICO'h

Hot Dogs Learn New Trick

CASA

By WENDELL T. HUNT
LOBO Photo Editor
Women are used as subjects in
commercial advertising, and are
also used to grace the pages of
sexually oriented magazines. The
LOBO however, views the female
form as art, and recognizes its

An artist awards his or herself a
sense of pride and satisfaction when
they feel they have created their
best work. The LOBO will award
FIFTY dollars for the best work.
This amount will go the the
photographer whose work is found

window to about the J4th floor. He
then ran into the hall, seeking an
exit, and. was covered with smoke
and soot by the time a fireman
found him and led him to safety.
The sheets flapped in the breeze
after the fire was extinguished.
"It was so black with smoke I
was gussing which way to go,"
Messerlian said. "I guessed wrong.
I had to turn around and run to the
other end (of the hall), where a
fireman met me and helped me
down the stairs."

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. (UPI) -The start of baseball season this
week also marks the beginning of hot dog season, and a Pennsylvania State
University professor says frankfurter fans can expect a juicier, tastier and
more tender lineup.
Manufacturers have taught the old hot dog a new trick with innovations
in the smoking process, said John D. Sink, professor of meat science.
Not only are the wieners better tasting now, sink said, but they are safer
to eat.
The new smoking technique involves the use of liquid smoke.
"The switch from solid smoke eliminates both an importam source of
air pollution and the presence on the hot dog of a possible cancer-causing
agent," Sink said.
·
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DIJIBOUTI (UPI) -Norwegian
explorer Thor Heyerdahl and his 12
~es
crewmen, including a Russian and
~
an American, have set fire to their
reed boat Tigris to protest "modern
293-4508
wars and the countries that ... en1631 El.ibank N.E.
NE
courage
such wars."
511 yommg · ·
265-3667
· Heyerdahl burned the 60-foot
4523 4th N.W.
345-5301
•
boat five miles off the shores ofthe
~
Belen at 614 Becker
864-3522
""""""'. Republic of Djibouti after being
' .......- -· - - - - - -.....refused entry to the Ethopian port
~,.-,nnnrn'lnnnll"ll"lnl''ln~nnnr'lnl"'l'l~ll"'l''lnl'1nnr:~'ll"'l"'nnrtnr'1nf of Massawa because of the war
raging between Ethiopia !lnct
Eritrean guerrillas.
The 63-year old explorer!J.dventurer told reporters in the city
of Djibouti he and his cremen set
fires to the boat "as a protest
against modern war and the
countries that send modern arms to
encourage such wars."

w
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Women to Highlight Contest
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Adaaaission )••·ices
Stnde11ts St.OO each
~~~ (lfiib 1.0., 1•1ns One (•nest)
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l•a•hli~ S2.00 eacb

GYM-KIN
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Prints must be at least 4" x 5"
and no larger than 16" x 20". The
prints do not have to be mounted.
Only black
and white prints will
be accepted.

U21 CENTRAL Nl opposite Hiland Shopplna

5. The technical data concerning
each print should also be submitted. Include should be the type
and brand name of the camera
used, the film used, the shutter 2;
speed, the aperature and any other v.
technical applications employed.
~
00

7. Although every effort will be
made to avoid damaging the prints,
the LOBO can assume no
responsibility for such.
8. All prints will be returned.

3. Entries must be submitted to
the LOBO office, room 138 in
Marron Hall by 5 p.m. Tuesday
April!!, 1978.
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HAY A\ SHALOM
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6. Each contestant may enter up
to four prints.

01

H

4. Prints will be judged by a ~
panel of qualified photographers . g·
0
The decision of the judges is final.

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

ON'fACTLENS.
· SPECIAL
:
$10 Allergan Kit $3.50 .
Call for low prit1.-son t1arJ,
~nrt. or st>ml"'oft ll•u'>\:.·

·

Casey Optical Co.
/llt'11

th1•1r (() Ca.\q/ Rn;alllJwJ.()

Lomas at Washington.
C...,.~-- --·. 255-8736'
..

© 1978 JOS SCHLITZ BHEWING CO. MILWAUKEE. WIS

HOW TO TAP A KEG.
Few things in life are as rewarding or as easy as tapping a keg of cold
Schlitz draught beer, providing you follow a few simple rules:
1. Do not roll the keg down a hill before attempting to tap it.
2. Do not pump in too much pressure after tapping. This can force
the natural carbonation out of the beer and make it foamy. ·
3. If the person tapping the keg makes either of these mistakes,
politely point out the error of his ways. Unless, of course, he weighs
265, plays tackle, and goes by the nickname of Moo:.e. In this case
you should simply say, "Nice goin' Moose:·
To get a keg for your next party, call Siglinda's Beer Person on
Campus, or look in the yellow pages under "Beer:·
Class dismissed.
Siglinda Steinfiiller

IF YOU DOH•T HAVE SCHLITZ,
YOU DOM•T HAVE GUSTO.

Dean of Beer
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_(Spanish Play
To Benefit
Symphony
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Editorial.

With the whole house mourning
the father's death, the youngest
daughter wants to love. She finds a
way to slip out of her mother's
strict control.

No Soapboxes

\?;

1 Bakke Decision Protested

OJ

z

"The House of Bernard a Alba,"
a play be Federico Garcia Lorca,
focuses on the tension in a rural
Spanish home around the time of
the Spanish Civil War. The
mother's oppressive morality and
the youngest daughter's rebellion
against it are equally unbending.

~

:ll:,
~

Once again the Academy Awards Show has been prostituted for a
star's political beliefs. When will Hollywood learn to make its
statements on film and save the campaign speeches for £Jiections?
While we most wholeheartedly agree with the right to make
statements concerning Zionism made by Vanessa Red grave at Monday
night's awards, we must fault her choice of platforms.
THE ACADEMY AWARDS ARE SIMPLY a night for Hollywood to
pat itself on the back, not to preach to the American public. There are
other forums for political messages. If Redgrave had consulted her savy
co-star Jane Fonda, she would have been educated as to the proper
soapboxes.
We cannot condone either the juvenile booing that interrupted
Redgrave's outburst or Paddy Chayefsky's very cowardly stab in the
back. These acts were almost as bad as the speech that prompted
them.
But in Redgrave's zeal to bring a message home that was poignantly
made in the film "Julia," she discredited the fine film adaptation of
Lillian Hellman's excellent book.
WE MUST ALSO WONDER ABOUT REDGRAVE'S motives. To
have such a speech prepared in the first place indicates an abundance
of what is politely referred to as vanity. And if Red grave felt so strongly
about the Zionist mov(Jment, why weren't her feelings made public
when Oscar ballotting was taking place?

90.1
Wednesday, AprilS
12:30 p.m. - SANE VIEWS 1HE
WoRID.
7:30 p.m. - A tRIBU1E 10 PAUL
ROBESON: A biography of the black
actor-singer-athlete.
10 p.m. - HoME CoOiaN': A
shortened version of the blues
tonight.
KUNM News at 9 a.m. & 5 p.m.
UPI News at 1, 6, 8, 11 a.m., 1
and9p.m.
Sports at 3 p.m.

CARD 'SAYS IT'S 1\1£ B£6JNNINL·f

Did you read Jack Anderson's article "What is Happening to the
American Dream?" in the Sunday Journal recently? He portrayed the
fulfillment of that dream as: the typical family of four living in a nice
suburban home with a two-car garage in a neighborhood free from vice
and crime; where the kids are in a fine public school whic;:h disciplines
them in the three A's and trains them to be responsible citizens; where
Dad is working hard 40 hours a week to bring home bread, with enough
left over for family fun.
Anderson tells us that's a dream - unfulfilled reality for most. He
shatters us with numerous facts of the past decade, and negative
quotes from some top leaders. What about your block? On my block of
nicer suburbia I know of five alcholics, two people on welfare, three
married couples swapping mates, one houseful of homosexuals, one
suicide last year and one murder. At our corner grammar school the
cops are still trying to catch the guy who exposes his nakedness to kids,
the dope pushers, and some young hoods who broke in twice last year.
Anderson says he is not trying to be a prophet of gloom, but to
awaken us. He warns us that Rome partied in disbelief while the Huns
were on the outskirts, awaiting the kill. He asks: Is America rapidly
going the way of Rome, who crumbled from her own debauchery?
I say, it does not have to happen. There is hope because the Bible
says there is. The devil would tell you that the Bible is out of date, or
that you cannot understand it, but Jesus says Satan is a liar, and a
murderer from the beginning. The Bible reveals God coming to man
with His wonderful purpose for man and earth. But God created man
free to choose, and this choice by necessity must be absolute.
In an interview, one student told me, "God is all-loving." He meant
that God is far away and tolerant of anything he wanted to do; He just
smiled on him. Brother, you are wrong! God has given every human
being a conscience with a built-in sense of moral responsibility. Our sin
is that we violate our conscience; we corrupt our bodies that God has
given us. So God lovingly warns us: "Be not deceived. God is not
mocked. Whatever you sow, that shall you also reap." No matter how
much you joke, God says there is a judgment after we die.
God has a plan for man. The Bible is true. God lets you choose. The
Bible has never been wrong yet. It reveals God's wonderful purpose for
man and earth. In that purpose is a running history of 5,000 years. The
Bible contains more than 100 big prophecies, most of which have been
fulfilled already. There are exciting happenings in the nearfuture.lfyou
want to know just one thing God says about man, go to the library and
read in the Bible, Romans, chapter one. Better yet, call us.
Mike Dwyer
Robert Danek
268-4928
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Chili stew and fry bread lunch to
be served Wednesday, April 5, at
the Native American Studies Center
from noon to I p.m., $1 per bowl.

summer and fall registration just around the corner, we wish to thank
our students for their patience and understanding when our computer
system goes down. For those of us that can recall Johnson Gym, we
know that our new registration system is one of the best in the nation.

A bake sale fm"" 'The Longest
Walk" will be held Thursday, April
6 on the mall. Bring baked foods to
the Native American Studies Center
at 10:30 a.m.

Our Associate Registrar, Richard Legoza, with the co-operation of
the Office of Data Processing and every college on campus, have made
it possible for a sutdent to register within minutes instead of hours.
Even though problems occur within the registration system, the
Registration Center attempts to maintain a friendly and helpful
relationship with our students. We are extremely proud of our
Registration Center and its staff members. We would also like to wish
our boss a Happy Birthday, and Rick, 31, isn't that old.
Registration Center Staff

Editor:
When will something be done about the elevator in Mesa Vista Hall?
The elevator on the extreme north wing of Mesa Vista was out of order
Wednesday (March 29) around lunch time for close to two hours.
Forty-five minutes after the physical plant had been notified twice, the
elevator was fixed. There is nothing unusual about this occurrence. It
hapapens around once a week.

Spons Fdttor PtJter Mednd
Art!S (d•tor GtJQrgl!' Gesner
Gopy (dltOrs: 011bbw lf.JV'JI. Anna PoOII'J
Ad MI'H\3{JI.:tr (rtutk Solo tat

EDITORIAlS Urt••gned ~d•torials ropresont" m.&joruv opinion ot thfl LOBO ndnoru~l b«Jnrd
All othflr colotnns cariooru, 11nd lttttl!ln n:tJHosent dlf1 opinion of thfl author and do not
IUICOSSMII V raflfJCt thli VIGdW ·of -<he tJdltori.nl board
LETlERS Lotton. to thff odttor must bo tvpad and signed by tha author whh lhn nothor'a
s1gnoturo. llddr&u tu.ln t11lophono numbor. lotht;s to thn ndttor s.houtd bo no longttr thllfl 300
words. Only tho nllrno of th., author WIO be primed and nnmtts will hot be wlthh!Jid- All htttera
thAt di&C:\IU i!iSLies will bo printed
OPINIONS. Oplnlo11t mutt bn tvpGd ood signed with tha autt10r'1 nam~~t, sJ~JnatortJ, addr•u
and tt'tlaphonl'l number. Opirllon• •h()old In no fongol' th11n 600 wordt. OAiy teh neh'IIJ of th~t
nuthor will b~ printed ltrld nomos Will hot be wlthhcid.
All submissions becumo tho ptop•rw of thd New MeJrtlto D•IIIV LODO •nd will ~· edited
ottly tor length or potslbly llbelou• euntont U changcu.• ,., mode, the atJthot will ~ con·
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LOOK .4T THe CUR.Ve ON TH/5
CHART N6 PR&PARED! THE !NCIO&NC& OF CI/R.TAI/.EiO I.!B&RT/65 HA5 0ROPPf30 OFF S!GNIFICI/NTt.Y! ANO at!iCI<OUT7Hest3
8/iFORe-ANO-APTER. PHIJ7l)S OF
TYPICAl POLITICAL PRISON&RS!

" Perh~ps some of those who are still reading this letter are wondering, •
What s she so upset about? Why doesn't she just take the stairs?"

Many of us become impatient when we have to wait fifteen minutes
for service in a restaurant. Consider the plight of the wheelchair rider
who rnisses his lunch altogether because he can't leave the building.
How. long would 20,000 "normal" students put up with such an inconvon ience?

Nuws £dttor D M. Flynn
PhQt(J (dttor Wendell'T ~unt

"

Ups and Downs

Well, fortunately, I do have that option. But I was talking to a
handicapped student yesterday who doesn't. The only way a
wheelchair rider can leave the north wing of the building is through that
elevator. My friend missed ·an important appointment because she
couldn't leave the building! There is no portable ramp for use in case of
emergencies, and no ramp providing wheelchair access to the other
elevator in the building. And yet UNM takes pride in proclaiming itself
one of the most progressive schools with respect to facilities for the
handicaoed.
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Nulionul Student Speech and
Hearing Association will hold a
special performance or sign
language and music Thursday,
April 6 at 7 p.m. at the
Congregation B'nai Israel (Indian
School and Washington). Tickets
arc $1 and arc at the door for the
performance of "Loofa and
Friends," by Phyllis Fletcher, Jo
Santiago and friends.
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Bakke would mean "an end to
government sponsored minority
grant programs, and minority
representation in the professions."
The coalition said ·it seeks to
influence the decision ::>f the
Supreme Court. "We can overturn

~
X

c;·

the Bakke decision. The Supreme o
Court will not decide this case just t:l
e:.
on t l1e strength of the arguments .:::
presented by the lawyers. It will rule r<
on the evidence of popular support g.
for affirmative action," the 0
coalition said.
:P
'0
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a few good leaders.
Be1ng a Marine officer requires many things Total responSibrllty Ability to g1ve 100% to every challenge-everytime Above all. leadership: the Single most crrt1cal sk1ll
sought after by an employer-m1lrtary or CIVIlian If you
have the potential. des1re. toughness and
determination. we can make you a leader
Not just while you rea Manne offrcer. but
for the rest of your l1fe Contact us now for
facts about Manne off1cer programs
Call us at 766-2816, or talk with the Marine
Officer Selection Tern at the SUB on
AprilS & 6.

\ 4csameday
· NoMinimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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TEXAS BISHOP RESIGNS
VATICAN CITY (UP I) - Pope
Paul VI accepted the resignation of
Monsignor Sidney M. Metzger after
36 years as bishop of El Paso,
Texas, and appointed Monsignor
Partick F. Flores to succeed him,
the Vatican said Tuesday.
He also accepted the resignation
of Monsignor Edward E. Swanstrom as auxiliary bishop of New
York.

Ladies' & Men's

20°/o
Off

Both Metzger and Swanstrom are
75, the age at which Pope Paul
recommended that residential
bishops offer their resignation.
Flores, 48, is from Ganado,
Texas, and served for the past eight
years as an auxiliary bishop of San
Antonio.

men's

J>UTTING KNOCK ON ME(;
LONDON (UPI) - Princess
Margaret, always good for a critical
headline even when she is in bed
with influenza, was advised
Tuesday by the Daily Mirror to
make up her mind whether she
wants a royal or a private life.
According to the tabloid she
can't have both.
The Daily Mirror took the
controversy over the 47-year old
sister of Queen Elizabeth and_her
friend Roddy Llewellyn, 30, a step
further by reference to their
association as "the affair, if that's
what it is."
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COMPLETeLY

UNRE7DUCJ../EiD!
ANDW&GOT

AFFIDAVITS, 7/JO!

NOW TWO LOCATIONS
Wyoming Mall
& Our New Greenery
45014th St. N.W.

Many buildings and bathrooms at UN M need to be modified for
wheelchair access. But for now, is it too much to ask UNM to replace
ono inadequate elevator?
Progressive? Modern? It could be argued that only a deluded person
would attribute these qualities to UNM's facilities. Deluded, oblivious,
or, perhaps, "mentally handicapped?"
Julie Lanning
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Now Available:
Baskets From Mexico
On Sale: False Aralias
Asparagus & Bird's Nest Ferns

by Garry Trudeau

., • ' .

NIXON IN BAHAMAS
WALKER CAY, Bahamas
(UPI) - Former President Richard
Nixon Tuesday was visiting the
Bahamas Island retreat of his friend
Rooert Abplanalp to help the industrialist celebrate his 56th birthday.
Nixon and his wife, met
Abplanalp at the airport and flew
with him in a seaplane to Walker
Cay.
Nixon,lnoking tanned and
healthy, told a small crowd at
Walker Capy that he was "glad to
be back." Nixon was a frequent
visitor to Abplanalp's island home
io the northern Bahamas when he
was president.
SINATRA'S SCHOOL
TEL AVIV (UPI)- Entertainer
Frank Sinatra arrived Tuesday for a
visit during which an international
student center will be dedicated in
his name at the Hebrew University
in Jerusalem.

YOU B&TTEif<.
OH, SAY, 77!At5 8Uf/3Vl: IT!
RJGHT! YOU
WrTH All 1/1/S
SeNT IN YOIJR. NeW IN7/JRES1
NOMINATION IN AFRI('A, BENIN
FORM YET?
FINALLY fiA5 A
I
REAL CHANce!

The Anti-Bakke Coalition is
sponsoring a rally that will feature
&peakers from several UNM groups
and is to be hdd on the mall from
noon to 3 p.m. today.
"While we want both rallies to
come off, the mall rally is really
being held to get students to carne
to the Saturday rally," Jesus
Valencia, a member of the
coalition, said.
The Bakke decision involves a
ruling by the California Supreme
Court that Alan Bakke was a victim
of reverse Qiscrimination when he
was refused admission to the
medical school at the University of
California at Davis. Bakke argued
that because he had a higher gradepoint average and had scored
higher
on
the
entrance
examinations, he should have been
admitted before those who scored
lower, even though they were
minority members. The decision
has been appealed w the U.S.
Supreme Court.
T)le coalition said in a written
statement that a decision in favor of

~

About People

Editor:
There are many of us who remember the good-ole-days of
registration at Johnson Gym. The long lines and the quick-tempered
staff members and students. The long hours envolved in registering
only to have to return to drop and add, the reocurring nightmare. With

It is easy to overlook the problems of the handicapped when we can
come and go as we please. But a modern university such as UNM
should make it its business to see that handicapped students are
provided with real and immediate alternatives. A list of "projected goals
for the year 2000" is not good enough. A "handicap. awareness day"
which is forgotten within a few weeks is not good enough.

lOBO odluirfl.l' phone 2n-6GS6
lOBO Editorial Staff
EditOr tn-chiof. Tim Oatlegher
Maruigmg Editor Rebekah Szymanski

As a cultural exchange project,
the Pan American Players will take
this production of "The House of
Bernarda Alba" to Juarez, Mexico,
for a performance to benefit the
Youth Symphony Orchestra of
Juarez.

1

Over
the
Hill,
Rick
rAn American Dreaffl1
by Christians on Campus

The play will be staged in the
SUB Theater. The peformance
begins at 8 p.m., AprilS.

Coalition Stages Rally
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t·cain Knows When To 'Strike'
::s

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer

can overshadow the coming of
baseball season.
z"
But that man who stands on
..C
With the coming of spring and all guard for \he Lobo baseball. squad
~ its blooming flowers, comes in centerfield, is the kind of guy you
ll.. baseball and the cracking sound of just 'can't overshadow.
bat hitting ball.
Aaron Cain, the man, is a lot like
Winter snows can destroy a Aaron Cain the athlete. When Cain
spring ·day and basketball victories gets on a base he is like a shark, just
~

waiting for the right moment to
attack.
And as Cain, the man off the
field said, "It takes a lot to get me
mad. People can keep at. me, calling
me names or something and I'll just
shrug it off. Then one day all of a
sudden, it may hit without warning."

Elect

J

'

Norman

Todd

Just like a shark.
UNM got little warning of the
coming of·Cain as it took a flip of
the coin for him to decide between
Arizpna State the the Lobos.
"I wanted to go someplace and
play baseball, someplace warm. I
knew nothing about baseball in the
West except for USC (University of
Southern California)," Cain said.
Now that he's here, he finds that,
"Time is strict."·
rle said he haa to get up for an
eight o'clock class, goes to class
until noon and then has to be on the
ball field from about one to four.
''By the time I finish eating
dinner, I come back to my room
and study. You have to be in bed by
at least one, to be able to play any
kind of a game the next day," he
said.
"The main reason I'm in school
is baseball," Cain said. "But while
I'm in school, I'm going to get a
degree (he's a P.E. major) ... and
I'm going to make the best of it."
He's asking the best of it on the
field, too. Again, like a shark,
while manning his centerfield post
he'll spot a white ball descending
from the sky. His legs will begin to
churn his body underneath the ball

0

Outerbtldge Prints TC?_B!_Shown
The ASA Gallery is presenting a studying photography in 1921 at the
special exhibit of the photographs Clarence White School of
of Paul Outerbridge, Jr. These . Photography where New Mexico's
photographs will be on display own Laura Gilpin had studied a few
through April 28 and are being years earlier. Outerbridge soon
shown in Albuquerque through a gained recognition for his cubist
special arrangement with the G. inspired stilllifes and began making
Ray Hawkins Gallery of Los a living in New York City doing
Angeles. The ASA Gallery is advertising photography.
In 1925 Outerbridge set sail for
located on the lower level of the
Student Union Building on the Europe. His first stop was London
UNM, Campus and is open from II where he was made an honorary
member of the venerable Royal
a.m. to 4 p.m. on weekdays.
PhOtographic
Society. He then
Paul
Jr. ..=.=J=c-

and his glove will snap it up.
Yet, with all his dazzling offensive qualities and his defensive
prowess, the play he remembers
best was a routine fly-ball catch.
The reason was that catch was
the last out in a game in which the
Lobos 'had just dumped last year's
eventual champions of college
b!iseball, Arizona State.
"I could see the people in the
stands jumping up and down. I was
happy. Everybody was happy," he
said.
Cain, like a shark, never gets
tired of making his attack. The man
who is wanted for several counts of
base stealing, said, "Everytime I
get on base, I like to go. Sometimes
I don't get the steal sign, but when I
get it, I'm gone."
Cain described himself as "easygoing and loud. Everybody's
always talking about my voice and
how they can hear me coming."
He lowered his voice to a serious
tone and added, "! just put my
faith in God."
To some, Cain appears to be
loud, while others will see through
to his quieter side, and to all, with
the exception of a select few, Aaron
Cain said he is "unpredictable."
Unpredictable, just like a shark.

El Ga.lio (Jeu,y Ja.cobs) a.nd Luisa. (Louise ffiendlus)
In a. tender moment In "The Fa.nta.stlcus."

A Fantastick Weekend
"Judy Bennahum from the dance
Opera Studio at UNM will
of theater arts is directing
division
deviate from its traditional
springtime operatic production to the choreography and has added
present the musical comedy, The dance and movement to several
passages where an actor would
P'antasticks, on April 7-9.
usually
just stand and sing," said
"We wanted to do a musical
comedy to give students more Daniel.
These innovations have forced
experience in combining music,
Opera
Studio students to explore
acting and dance ... something you
don't get in an opera production," their· own capabilities and expand
said Sean Daniel, director of Opera on the characters they play in the
Studio and a UNM associate production.
"For the past four years, we've
professor of music.
Working closely with the theater been doing standard operatic pieces
arts department, students in Opera in the course," said Daniel.
Studio have been preparing for the "Changing over to do a musical
comedy has taught these students a
production since January.
"The bulk of this show will play new dimension of musical
as it was orignially written," said thester ... in the first place, they have
Daniel, who pointed out that The to learn how to deliver speaking
Fantasticks has repeatedly proved lines which an operatic role rarely
its popularity withe Amerlcan requires."
audiences.
Daniel also pointed out that
"It opened in 1960 at the Sullivan while the comedy in both opera and
Street Playhouse in New York and musicals is highly exaggerated, the
·it's been playing there ever since," singing roles are quite different.
he said.
Musical comedy also requires a lot
The few changes that have been more movement from a character
made promise a unique in- then does oper~.
terpretation of the basic story of
two matchmaking fathers and their
The P'antasticks will play April7son and daughter.
8 at 8:15 p.m. in Keller Hall,
"The play is narrated in dance by located in the Fine Arts Center at
'The Mute,' a role which usually UNM. A matinee performance will
goes to a man,'' said Daniel. "But be presented April 9 at 4 p.m.
we felt a woman would give the Admission will be $3 and tickets are
character more latitude, so we cast available at the Fine Arts Box
Suzy Dooner in that role,'' he said. Office.
Dooner is a student at UNM and f-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;~
has been involved in many musical r
productions in Albuquerque.
The original script and staging .
for The Fantasticks calls for several
dance sequences and the UNM
production will expand that
choreography into several areas.
L---;_____,.,"""C:=::::=~

GSA President
,_

The Universit,y of New mexico
o.nd
The New mexico Humo.nities Council

POPEJOY HALL
TONIGHT- 8:15
Announce The Americo.n Premiere Tour Of

BLA.CK ELK
SPEAKS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5 - 8:15 Pm
In mo.~ 1931 o.t the invito.tion of Blo.ck Elk, John Neiho.rdt went to the Pine
Ridge Reservo.tion in South Do.koto.. There, Blo.ck Elk told of his vision, his
memories of his second cousin, Cro.z_y Horse o.nd the story of his people,
"Heo.r me," he so.id, "not for myself, but for m_y people."
A Plo._y by Christopher Sergei (To Kill A mockingbird)

-

~4.00

Outerbridge returned to the
United States in 1929 and spent 18
months mastering the carbro
process of color pr~nting. It was
not long before he became known
as one of the first masters of color
photogr'lphy in the world.

Today On The Wheel
Chicken Cacciatore
with l\Toodles
OnlySl..SS
11:00 am -l.:l.S pm ONLY
New Mexico Union Food Service

Wow! Montezuma Snowblasf with Fresca:
Even a moose can bear it.

Join the

Araon Cain: Daily LOBO Player of the Week

PEACE CORPS

Prepsters In Classic

277-5907

High School All-Americans from throughout the Western United States
will convene in Albuquerque in late April for the first annual Wendy's Old
Fashioned Basketball Classic.
The Classic will follow a tournament format which will feature double
headers on the nights of April 12 and 22.
The tournament, sponsored by the Wendy's Hamburger franchise~ of
Albuquerque, in cooperation with the Albuquerque Jaycees, is JUSt
another step in the growth of the outstanding prep basketball in
Albuquerque and New Mexico.
The Wendy's Classic is a spin-off of the Denver-Albuquerque series and
the Cactus Classic, both Albuquerque Jaycee sponsored events. The
Classic should foHow the growth pattern and become the finest event of its
kind in the West. The Albuquerque Jaycees will remain involved in advisor
and manpower capacities.
Albuquerque, already the site of the best high school state basketball
tournament west of the Mississippi, should once again be the campground
for college recruiters.

A SHATTERING HISTORICAL DRAmA OF THE WINNING OF
THE WEST, AS EXPERIENCED BY THOSE WHO LOST IT.

~5.00

moved on to Paris where he worked
for Vogue Magazine along with
Edward Steichen and in 192~1 . he
built the largest and most
technically advanced photographic
studio in the world up to that time.

TIOVIVO

GSA ELECTION
Of Ptesldent
pp(ovo.l of 78-79 Budget

- $3.00

.,clus,,·r ~ss:o1ss I

WED. APRIL 5 w

STUDENTS & FACULTY - STAFF l/2 PRICE
Avo.ilo.ble At Popejoy Ho.ll And SUB 'Box Office • 277-3121
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Over ice or snow add 1t ~ oz. of Montezuma Tequi a, the N
Tequila, to delicious Fresca. It's a chiller!
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LOST: nRIEFCASE MISSING soulh of SUD,

5. FOR SALE

6.

EMPI,OYMENT

including 4 yrs. in programming Qr systems analysis,
RADIO TECHNICIAN I & II: Salary $877-1415
depending on experience.' Requires high school or
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER, MATURE, responsible,
CONTACTS717 ,POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
· cquivalont plus a valid second class or higher FCC
JJ Moped, 3222 Cenlral SE, 268-3949.
•04/ 14
pleasant personality, to do house-sitting, be mindful
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
LOST: DEL RIO Antologia II Literntura Espnnola.
radio-telephone license plus one )'Car Of" exp~;""rience in
of
9-year-old
girl~
ironr
shop,
and
occasionally
travel
Call Linde, 294·3248.
04/06 OUTSTANDING PRICES O.N Maxell C-90 blank
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
electronics or communications theory and mainwith family, in exchange for room with bath, board,
cassettes!
UD; $3,25. UDXL: $4, Minimum 6,
trnception, steril\1.adon, abortion, Right to Choose,
LOST: LADIES BULOVA watch In west lot or on Firefly 1 256 _1495 ,
04/1'7
and excellent salary. Please reply to: Nanny1 Box .lenance. UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
294·0 11 L
04/28
campus. Sentimental v~luc. Z93-073_7,
04/06
ADMINISTRATOR: Salary $1174-1119 depending
9335
04/07
1 Albuquerque, NM 87119.
YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose901 series Ill speakers plus
on background. Requires hish school or equivalent
HOW LONG CAN IT 00 ON1717 Nn1urnl Sound
LOST: BLACK LEATHER wallet. Plensc return to · equalizer, and AKAI 6300 10 inch reel tQ reel tape
GOT THOSE SUMMER work blues? Smile·Mstudents
plus any combination of college and experience
Rccord.s: and Tapes storewide sale ls now in its third
mailing ~ddress on driver's license, No questions 4 eck for just $1000, Contact Brian ut 265~8478 and
working nationally known program made aprelated to uncmploymen( compensation tomling 8
month--the longest sale in the hls(ory of New Mexico. ~ asked.
04/07 leave message,
tfn
proximately $250.00 per week in 1977, For more
yrs., including 2 yrs. supervisory. All positions
All 6.98 list LP's arc 3.99, all7,98 list LP's a~e 4,89.
information, call883-8181.
04/07
04/05
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR, Identify. Kim, TELEVISION $SO. 266 . 8234 .
located in Santa Fe. (For more detail, phone Gene
Higher list LP's and al) tapes, 1.00 ofr regular price,
881~1258.
04/10
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH technical
Valdes, 827M260\). Apply Stale Personnel Office, 130
Natural Sound has a larg_c stock of used records nnd
BICYCLES: BEST BUYS on French Bertin's and
backgroUnd to do bibliographic/literature searching.
South Capitol, Santa Fe, NM 87501. An equal opFOUND; GREGORY CHARLES JOHNSON'S ID other f!ne makes. From New Mexico'::j: only direc~
tapes which arc guaranteed against defl!cts, priced !l\
part-time. Technology Appiication ·Center, 2500
portunity affirmative action employer.
04/05
in Sam Reynplds Hall. Claim Art Office, Room 204,
importer, R.C. H,allet's, 843~9378.
04/07
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
04/07
Central SE. 277-3622. Ask for Margie Hlava, 04/07
tapes and trade for cash or new music. Natural Sound
'71 PINTO A/C, DEPENDABLE, reasonable, 268·
UVE·IN AIDE for young handicap women. Female
Records & Tapes, I I9 Harv<~rd SE, (across from
FOUND: OVERGROWN PUPPY~·some labrador 4174 after 6 pm.
04/07
blood. Has white on chest, orange ribbon around
preferred. Call after 5:30 pm. Basically ~vening and
Hippo Ice Cream), and8019·A Menaul NE,
04/14
neck. Found ncar Purdue PI, and Amherst, 277-5240 MOVlNG SALE: 71 Maverick, TV, furniture. 277·
weekend work. Must drive, Cal\821~7735, -,
04111
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
or255-8404.
·
04/07 5237,266-9945.
04/07
OVERSEAS JOBS--SLiMMER/Year·round. Europe,
now available, SUD Bo1' Office. $2,50.
tfn
EXCELLENT TUNE-UPS $10, Bob, 265-4054, 265·
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500JST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale·~
DRIVING OUT OF STATE1 Our riders Will share
3225,
04/07
$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing . ..free
all· pipes, ·tobacco'S, paraphernalia, imported ,
gas and driving, I.T.C. 265·9860.
04/07
information--Write:
BHP
Co.,
Box
4490,
Dept,
NB,
10
SPEED
"ASTRA"
Bicycle
I
1/1
years
old-cigarettes, celestial tens, rainbow~. incense,
INTERNATIONAL
CHARTER
FLIGHTS,
Eurail·
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
~verything up to 40 per cem off at Pipe & Tobacco LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now. excellent condition--plus extras, $65. Call Earl 268passes travel information available at Inter1fn
04/10
9949.
EARN $50 A DAY making deliveries. Must l1ave car,
Road, 1078 Cornell SE, across from UNM. M-F Call PENM 842-5200.
contin~ntal Travel Centre. Our services are free! 26~must be outgoing. Call Micah at 883-8182.
04/1~
1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
QA TYPING SERVICE. A e_omplete typing, and
9860.
04/01
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
4-door, verY reqsonable, 6614 Central SE.
04/10
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER. OPINION surveys,
scf).olastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125.
94129
part time; no e1'perience. necessary. Will trairi;
UNCLAIMED LAY·A-WAY. Tappan microwave
SHY, HANDSOME, SEMI-ATHLETIC wrl!Cr
students/non·students; interviews to be held April
would like to meet a woman interested in reading and
oven, brand new browning clement, adjustable
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
13,!4; Call Urban Observatory 277-5638 for apshelves. Very small monthly payments, 266-5872.
hiking. 1 feel very strange placing this ad and have
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
.
04/16
pointment.
04/ll
even rented ·~t" post office box so my friends won't 268-8515.
tfn
think I'm crazy. Please write if you'd like to meet me TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883.7187,
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
WANTED: PAID GUIDE for trip to Four:-Corners DOWNTOWN STUDIOS AND OFFICES: Walk·
lfn
for lunch some time. Box 4411. 87196.
04/05
orca, Friday/Saturday, L~:ave mes~age for Jack up; uniquej safe; $30·$~00 a moruh. __~osenwald
ROTOTILLINO BY APPOINTMENT. Gtuup rutes ·vacuum ~Jicaner, £lean oil !lnd "djust, $3.95. 266·
5871.
04/10
Mason, TWA Ticket Counter, _Albuquerque Airport, Building. Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
·oo YOt) WANT to get in good running shape but available, Call Tim, 26BM65 10,
04/28
04/01
(arriving Thursday evening),
04105
lack the self-discipline (o stick with a running
SINGER
SEWING
MACHINE.
Equipped
lo
bul·
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY:
START
your
retail
program? Let Rent-a-Runner assist you. 277-2885
tonhole, monogram, dar~. fancy palterns. Pay
NM DEPT. OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION:
04/07
evenings,
04/05 2266.
$19.00 and take machine. 268-4393.
04/10
PROGRAMMER ANALYST I & .11: Salary $1119· business at the Downtown Bazaar. Stalls: $7.00/day,
HAIR-AUDITIONS·SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7;00 pm• EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
1805 depending on bac~ground. Requires high school $100.00/month. Open Monday-Saturday. Rosenwald
NEW SANSUI RECEIVFR system, Will sacrifice
04/10
and Monday 4(10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas, 265·1164.
or equivalent plus any combination of education, Building, Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
equity. Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
04/01
Santa Fe. Come and/or cal\983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
training, or experience in copputer operations,
only 1 system, Assume small monthly payments. 266M
SINGER
FUTURA
TOP
of
the
Line.
Slighlly
used
computer
science
or
related
fields
totaling
4
yrs.,
5811.
.
04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
including 3 yrs. in applications programming or but still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder,
and demonstrate gay pride, Call 268-9240 for inSONY TRINITRON COLOR. Big screen, tint
systems analysis. SYSTEMS ANALYST I & 11: blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly
formation.
04/14
comrols, new factory warranty, take over small
04/10
Salary $1296-1990 depending on background. $800, now$!50cash.296-5115.
monthly payments till balance is paid off. 266-5872.
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, April NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
Requires
high
school
or
equivalent
plus
'CUSTOM
DESIGNED
ENGAGEMENT
and
04/10
04/10
lOth thruAprill5th, MeetinJohnsonGymat4:30by revision, research. 281-300I.
bination of education, experience, or
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions, 344-6470
lrophycasc.
04/11 ONE DAY RAFT Trips, $16. Bob296-1125.
04/06
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Color'
computer operations,
prc>gramrrnng, after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04/24
UNDERWATER HOCKEY TONIGHT) NM's
television, unclaimed lay-a-way, automatic, fine
science or
tuning.
No
down
payment,
small
monthly
payments,
greatest leam! Johnson Gym pool, 1:30 pm. UNM
266-4393.
04/10
Scuba Club.
04/05 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200. 268-8303, 268HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS NORDLING, 4 days TRADEM·MY HOUSE in Washington D.C. during
0154.
04/11
rate.
04/05 summer months for house or apartment in
STEVE
MYER,
MARIO
ORTIZ,
BOB Albuquerque. For particulars, call my mother-HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
Aibuqu_erque 266-3938.
04/06
PRIMEAUX-- Vote the veterans for ASUNM senate.
leading edges, inver!ed struts, e.l(cellent conditiOn.
04/12 ROOMMATE WANTED. SHARE nice 2 bdr.
836·0134 after 5;30 or week.t:mds,
04/11
04/05
ROIBAL, IT LOOKS like we've got it together. house. 268-0910.
ANTIQUE CLOTHING, NEW group--Large
We're number one. Deceased Editors.
04/07 WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good rood. Carcollectioil, 1900's and on, whites, gowns, velvets, new
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE siartsMonday, April 10~ peted, air· conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
1930's· 1940's never-worn dresses. Friday only, 12 pm
04/04
til5 pm, 419 Dallas NE. Cash only.
04/07
. Watch LOBO for valuable coupon!
04/07 Ash NE, 243-2881.
'72 VEGA SEDAN. Excellent condition. Economical
MORE THAN ANY other candidates for ASUNM ROOMMATE WANl'ED-·EXCEPTIONAL house
Senate The Coalition Party will know what has to be in Corrales. Non-smoker, quiet, prefer graduate
4-speed. $800. Must sell. Ca11881-2670 after S pm.
student/working person. $140.898-7798.
04/06
04/11
done a~d the best way to get it done-MVote Coalition.
04105 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-bdrm apt.
'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
TCH ... TCH ...TCH ... tch ... tch .•. tch, .. tch .•• Paid for Full security. Share expenses. Call am 842-0046.04/07
tires, battery, clutch. S\250 or best offer. Must sell.
04/05 ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bdrm
by EO.
Call881-6852 af<er 5 pm.
04/11
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOURII Scuba Club apartment 5Mmirmtes from UNM, $95/month plus !rS.
'12 PLYMOUTH $750.266-9882.
04/11
members if you plan on going, place name in message phone. Laundry. Move in May Ist. Ca114:00-6:00 pm
RED KIRBYMMONLY SS9 with commercial heavy
04/01
envelope, Scuba Office before4/14178.
04/12 weekdays 265-0181.
duty motor. $5 Per montl'l, no interest, new warranty.
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonile. Every Wednesday is FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid, 1110
268-4394.
04/10
04/10
special drink nite,
04105 Coal Pl. SE. Call898·1254.
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition.
883-4430.
04/10
1975 TOYOTA CORONA 4Mspeed, AC, excellent
ACROSS
UNITED Feature Syndicate
condition, SJOOO. 2.96-4259, 268-9256.
04/05
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.

.Papers

nece~sary

for school. Reward--no questions.

268-2017 weekday evenings, or drop by the LOBO
Lost and Found, Marron Hall Rm. 105.
04/05
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MISCELLANEOUS

Death Prompts
Proposal for
Speed Bumps
On Campus

SERVICES

-
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AGORA
the oldest student·to·student help center
in the nation,

NEEDS SOME FEEDBACK

1. Have you ever heard of AGORA?
a. Yes.
b. No.

2. What does AGORA do?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Peer counseling.
Crisis intervention.
Referrals.
Small special topic groups.
Telephone service.
Walk-in service.
All of the above.
I don't know.

3. Where is AGORA?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Athens, Greece.
Southwest Texas.
Northwest corner of Mesa Vista.
I don't know.

4. What would you like to see AGORA do in the future?
a. Sponser speakers.
b. Run more small groups, i.e. relaxation, shyness, etc.
c. Other- please specify.

5. Any additional comments, please?

E!ulba":
Gogo! novel
14 ---·even
keel
15 Ending for
He! or Rub
16 Mideast
Arab
17 Augments
1 8 Restriction
20 Divan
21Bad·--:
l=amed spa
22 Compositions
23 Good faith:
Arch.
25 Geography
book
27 Spool
29 Knock
30 Air. village
34 Astern
36 Give opposing evidence
38 Combine
39 TV worker:
2 words
4 2 Corn breads
43 Take illegally
44 Snoop
45 Fret
46 Portuguese
coin
47 Gr. letter
49 Engine
51 Rides the

54 Of the
forearm
58 Airline for
Naples
60 Editor's
word
61 On the
horns---

63 Metric
weight
64 The Hunter
65 Secular
66 Collar type
67 Gangster's
gals
68 ----cap
69 Philosopher

•

r

~Hjl

1 Speak with
pride
2 Biblical
witch's
home
3 Poor luck; 2
words
4 Swordshaped
5 Mickey and
Minnie
6 New Mexican Indian
7 Builder: 2
words
8 Essential
being
9 Neophytes:
Var.
10 .Island near

Ireland
11 Siege
12 ----Domini
13 Poses
19 Ambush
24 Animal
groups
26 Machine
.tool
28 Lease
30 Part of an
hr.
31 Having
three parts
32 Seaweed
33 Disavow
34 Snakes
35 Length unit
37 Harass
38 Actress
Vera----40 Untried

SenatOrs Violate ASUNM Law
Based on attendance records of
ASUNM Senate meetings, Rick
Anaya, Rudy Martinez and Pat
Toohey may be subject to censure
by the senate for missing three
consecutive meetings, ASUNM
Vice President Dave Garcia said.
Anaya and Martinez missed two
meetings, which were scheduled to
be held Monday and the final
budget hearing held Tuesday,
according to the records released by
the ASUNM secretary and Garcia.
Martinez and Anaya, as well as
Senator Millie Arviso, have missed
five of the 16 senate meetings held
this semester, according to the
record.
Martinez told the LOBO he was
boycotting the three meetings he
missed which were Monday and
Tuesday. "I couldn't deal with it
any more in terms of gearing up for
the whole thing.
. .
"Finance Committee put in a lot
of time on their recommendations
and the senate did not take those
into consideration .. .1 was disgusted
with the whole thing," Martinez
also said.
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By D, M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
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The last day to withdraw from
a class is Friday, April 14. There
is NO fee,
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LOST&FOUND

1 Actress---Daniels
5 Spice

.

Thursday, April 6, 1978

For a responsive Graduate Student
Association, vote Gregg McReynolds GSA
President on April fifth.

ss
LOST: LADIES GOLD Watch, before spring break.
• Reward. 268-9591.
04/05

.

-~)

HOUSING

277M5907,

Prompted by the death of a UNM student in a hitand·run accident, the UNM Lobby Committee is
trying to have speed bumps installed on several streets
on and around the university, said Leonard Garcia,
president of the committee,
• Martin Paul Terry, 18, was killed March 8 on Mesa
Vista while attempting to cross Mesa Vista,
There have also been numerous complaints about
the fast driving around UNM streets, Garcia said.
The streets that the committee wants speed bumps
on are Mesa Vista, Sigma Chi and Redondo,
"basically the streets around the Greek area and the
dorms," he said.
Two of the streets, Sigma Chi and Redondo, are
owned by the city, which raises a problem in getting
speed bumps put in.

New Mexico

"GSA spending should benefit all
·
graduate students.~~

2.

State laws don't allow speed bumps on city streets.
In order to install speed bumps, the city must
"vacate" the streets, relinquishing their ownership
and giving them to the university, Garcia said.
l f the streets are vacated by the city, and given to the
university, the university would then contract the city
to ha.ve the speed bumps put in.
Garcia said that there would be no cost to the
University to get the streets from the city.
All residents, UNM students and private in·
dividuals, living on the three streets must approve the
plan by signing a petition and the university must
guarantee access to property if the streets are vacated
by the city, Garcia said.
The Lobby Committee will go before the Campus.
Planning Committee April 13-14 to get university
approval for the plan, he said.
UNM Vice President Marvin "Swede" Johnson and
Albuquerque City Conciliar Marion Cottrell have
been helping with advice on the plans, said Garcia.

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer

Bl'ECIAL
fllOLLEC'l'IONS

41 Arrest
46 "Piano---Blues"
48 Wild boar,
for one
49 Conduits
50 Flaxlike
fiber
52 Murderer
53 Gem
54 Space
55---- Cuban
rhythms
56 Irish legislature
57 He.athen
deity
59 Measure by
steps
62 Venison
source

Martinez, Anaya and Toohey are
in violation of the ASUNM law 2-976 because they missed three
consecutive senate meetings. Under
the provisions of the law they may
be denied voting priveledges on the
senate and/or the legislative
committees.

Attorney General Wade Moody
said he was going Jo bring the
violations of the law to the attention of the senate at Wednesday's meeting. The senate,
however, failed to meet because of
a lack of quorum. Senators Anaya,

_.
Rick Anaya

,. ··,-·....

Arviso, Joe Gorman, Martinez and
Toohey were not present.
Vice president Dave Garcia said
four senators had told him they did
not want to pursue the censorEhin
of Martinez, Anaya and Toohey
because it was late in the session,

"''

Pat Toohey

He said absenteeism was part of
the overall problem of the senate's
ineffectiveness. "It shows their (the
senate's) irresponsibility," he said.
"There should be more control
over them to ·make the senate
answerable
to
their
con·
stitutency ... There is no place in the
law that makes them accountable,
You can't really make them do
anything they don't want to do,"
he said.
On the same note, Arviso, when
asked about her absences, said, "I
don't think it's right we're expected
to be at every meeting. I'm
graduating and to me that comes
first."
Senators Toohey and Anaya were
unavailable for comment. Toohey
has announced his resignation from
the Senate effective April 26 along
with Stephanie LeMay.
Wednesday night, the senate was
also expected to deal with several
peices of legislation, Two of the
bills, one concerning with
organizations and the budget
referendum, and a constitutional
ammendment must be dealt with in
time for the election. The election is
scheduled for Apr. 12.

Rudy Martinez

City Baseball Fans
Taste Major Play
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By Peter Madrid
The atmosphere wa . LO~O Sports Editor
·
5 Just nght· the
po£cor.n, peanuts, lost children and ple:~Y w;s cotton candy, snow cones
o, 1t wasn't that the New Mexi
o sun and beer.
'
" t~e ~sbAngeles Dodgers and the ~O~tat; Fair had come early, it was that
g~ve _I uquerque fans at the Sports
ee ~ewers had come to town to
o maJor league baseball.
mm ednesday afternoon a taste
. The fans who showed u to
'·
dtsappointed as Los Ang~es !~~ at~odger-Brewer game did not go home
arm of ~urt Hootoen and the bat f De game by a score of 2-0 behind th
The Will for the Dodgers up ed ~h . ave ~~p.es.
e
h Tl~~ Dodgers, who last yea~ won~~ e~hi~ltion season mark to FL!4.
t e J es of Lopes, Ron Cey, Steve
~ a tiOna! League pennant, sported
Duke bas~ ball players. The Duk y eag:r and a host of ex·A/buquerque
Dodgers.
es ares rne AAA farm club team of the
Th~ Sports Stadium was packed .
hand In the warm of an Alb
Wlth an excess of some 9 000 r·
Fa
h .
uquerque afternoo t
. •
ans on
ns w o In the past had attended D k
n o Watch big league ball.
non Dodgers, when their name was u e games applauded the ex-Dukes
· announced over' the pub]' dd '
system.
K'd
.
Ic a rcss
~ s who donned Dodger caps and b
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Collection boxes will be located at the SUB information desk, the
Zimmerman Library circulation desk, and at AGORA (277-3013)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND THOUGHT
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